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"Frat" Escorts Fail; Musical Comedy Given, Features Talent School

The continuing musical comedy, "For Sale—Escort Bureau," illuminated another high-voltage evening for our dynamic Die-no-illuminated another high-voltage evening. "Texas" Hassinger, Henry "Cock-Cola effectively portrayed the pro-

The plot centered around Gamma Phi Fraternity's attempts to raise money and recognition. In the first act the dismal failure of the escort bureau was cleverly presented by "Frat" members.

Caryl "Alic" Spristerbush, Delbert "Billy" Rochey, Gaylord "Darkie" Linkke, Norman "Burt-Schubert" Ejeutch, Oscar "Finky" Johnson, John "Duke" Dakota, Hart, Robert "Robo-Baldie" Turowski, Sam "Dot" Krug and Erna "squeeze" Hassel. Caren Semmler also effectively portrayed the pro-

HISTORY Moen, Allen "Frat" Escorts Fail; Clever da-numbertioned the event, "Rubinoff" Moen, Allen "Frat" Escorts Fail; Clever da-numbers which were provided versatile entertainment.

One of the high comedy spots was done in modern military cos-

Dr. Lynch speaks in New York

Gladys E. Lynch, head of the speech department, attended the National Convention of Teach-

ers of Speech which was held at the Hotel Pennsylvania in New York. She was one of the visiting delegates. This year the association met with the American Educational Theatre Association to discuss solutions to problems in speech, theatre, and interpretive reading. Radio speaking, phonetics, public speaking, and argumentation were emphasized at the convention. At an oral interpretation meeting Dr. Lynch gave a talk entitled "Oral Interpretation in Interpretation." One of the features of the oral interpretation section meetings was the hour of work each day under such leaders as Mrs. Margaret McLean.

During her stay in New York Dr. Lynch saw six of the current motion pictures. The films included: "The Sound of Music," "Roman Holiday," "The High Hat Chorus," Poz'n and Council for the Social Studies," Miss Alice Grannis, Florida 1; "Some Impressions of the English," Dr. Ella Murphy, March 1; "Of Mice and Men," Steinbeck's study of the migrant farm workers. Verner Suomi, the candid camera man, has taken many shots of these uprooted individuals. He has no special theme, but pictures will be featured.

Miss Crosman, enthusiastic in her support, also promises a few surprises which will make the art of the annual the best the college has ever had.

Brandt Trio Entertains With Music and Drama

The Brandt Trio consisting of Hugo Brandt, pianist; James Burdette, baritone; and Miss Basile, presented a program in chapel Monday, January 25.

Mr. Brandt was born in Poland and has spent most of his life in Europe. He came to the United States in 1912 and has toured this country and Canada as a concert pianist.

The first part of the program consisted of three songs by Mr. Burdette and Miss Basile—"Secret hearts" from Maxime, "Love Is Like a Firefly," and "You Need Sympathy" from The Firefly. Mr. Brandt then selected a few of selections requested by the audience.

The second part of the program was made up of a short play dramatizing an incident in the life of Prana Schubert. Mr. Brandt played the part of Peter Schubert; Mr. Burdette, the role of Joseph Von Spazon, a friend of Schubert; and Miss Basile, a lady who was helping to bring about the marriage of these two. The play was presented in modern German, and the cast consisted of Prana, played by Miss Justin. The play was a feature of the evening and was enjoyed by the audience. It brought the evening to a close.

New Type Dramatic Contest Sponsoreed by Wenonah Players

The new idea in dramatic contests this year is the possible price reduction reported by manager.

The new idea in dramatic contests this year is the possible price reduction reported by manager. "Get behind the Wenonah and help make it successful," urged Walter Walsheutta, business manager, "else you won't have a club. The boys and girls who asked how work was progressing.

The business staff has sold practically 100 copies of the 350, and the price subscription rates from two dollars and a half to two dollars. Interest of the townsmen in the annual has been proved by the great cooperation given in purchasing advertising space. It is hoped that the band will be the life blood that will sustain the advertisers.

All departments are working together but are very much in need of public information. Paul Miyer, editor of the Wenonah, stated when she asked about the effect of Crother's "Susan and God," that "This is going to be a surprise."

The staff plans to use the offset press type which will permit the use of more pictures. Verner Suomi, the candid camera man, has taken many shots of these uprooted individuals. He has no special theme, but pictures will be featured.

Miss Crosman, enthusiastic in her support, also promises a few surprises which will make the art of the annual the best the college has ever had.

Social Calendar

I.R.C. Plans Open Panel; College People Invited

Faculty members and students are invited to participate in the panel discussion to be sponsored by the International Relations Club. The discussion will be held Tuesday evening, February 5. Discussion on the subject "Propaganda for Peace and World Understanding" will be initiated by a committee composed of Delbert Rees, Genevieve Neudahl, Vernice Smuin, Carl Jacobson, and Mrs. Margaret McLean, and will be carried on by others present.

Di Primo Presents Dramatic Concert

Monday evening, January 31, Santo Di Primo, a dramatic tenor, will present a concert sponsored by the Community Concert Association.

Compositions of Schubert, Verdi, Schumann, Strauss, Rossini, Piano, Leonardino, Prada and Corelli, will be interpreted by Mr. Di Primo.

Mr. Di Primo is an American-born artist who started his musical education at the age of eight. He was a student at the Institute of Musical Education in New York City and completed his studies at the Institute of Musical Education in New York. He has continued to sing in concert and on the air and is now filling engagements over a wide territory of the country.

Electrical Stunts Entertain Group

The old adage: "There is no joy like putting salt on the tail of an old idea," is as true as it ever was. In his Electrical Stunt in the college auditorium January 1, Donald L. Edwards, entertained a section of the students of music. Mr. Edwards then started his musical education at the age of eight. He was a student at the Institute of Musical Education in New York City and completed his studies at the Institute of Musical Education in New York. He has continued to sing in concert and on the air and is now filling engagements over a wide territory of the country.
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You Should Know

In the November issue of the Winonan there appeared an article explaining in a general way the activities associated with the publication of this paper. Whether that was considered seriously by you, we do not know, but we shall explain again briefly what the Winonan is (Continued on page 4 column 4).

This is directed primarily to that minority who sigh wearily at the sight of their paper, to those who wonder why only certain subjects are treated, who wonder why only certain subjects are treated, why the Winonan is as it is. Considering the financial aspect, we can refute the complaint of your majority. Your activity ticket of $1 per term is the above amount for a three-months' subscription to the Winonan. This is not true, for this year we are receiving only a flat sum of $400 to cover expenses for nine issues, which is $45 per issue. By selling advertising space at 50 cents a column inch by using 8 point type instead of 10, that the two figures, $55 of available cash and $55 of estimated expenses, are identical is no coincidence. Equilibrium was achieved only after drastic severing of expenditures from those of non-essential character.

New innovations, such as having more words to the column inch by using 8 point type instead of 10, more pictures, or a weekly paper, would be spread with a spatula. But you ask why we do not boost our treasury with more advertising? Have you heard of the business recession, or have you noticed myriad of small papers published by various organizations, which all demand their bit from business, or have you thought of the balance between straight reading material and advertising? Nevertheless, if your zeal is inspired to sell, why don't you try your hand at it?

A little philosophy inclines a man's mind to atheism, but depth in philosophy beguiles men's minds to religion.—Bacon.
Queen Winter

Winter threw her eminence robe about her Without any business or pressure Sat with tranquillity upon her throne —and ruled the nation.
It's quite surprising now to see She's kinder than we expect to.

—H. L. Surr

Anita Groose finished the two-year work in 1932 and has taught for two years. Having completed the Bachelor of Education Degree in 1934 she was married to Edmund Rolbiecki. His husband passed away within the fortnight. Miss Lueck's class is now carrying government classes in elocution singing in Winona. She lives with her mother at 83 West Broadway.

George Kabat, staff member at Winona from 1913 to 1917, then absent for two years as an army officer, returning for 1929-30, is now professor of history at Gleece, Colorado. With Mrs. Kabat, he has just completed a five-year visit to various countries in Europe.

The largest class ever graduated at Winona was that of 1926. In that year there were 217 graduates from the regular two-year course, 57 from the two-year special courses, and four from the four-year courses. The four degree students were the first to complete this special course.

George Kjelland, '36, has been appointed as assistant at the University of Colorado, at Boulder, in 1934 she was married to Ernest Edstrom, Winona, son of Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Edstrom. The Kjellands, staff member at Winona from 1913 to 1917, then absent for two years as an army officer, returning for 1929-30, is now professor of history at Gleece, Colorado. With Mrs. Kabat, he has just completed a five-year visit to various countries in Europe.
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Cagers Drub Rochester
But Lose Day of School
When Snowbound at Utica

That night might be expressed in or have played. Their downfall with the hat, supposedly the right proved equal to the occasion, and to his own head but in vain, as it is this: Was a lesson learned? If though competition was strong, your conference games. We want seem incredible as the hat was donned the hat, completely lost of humor cherish a great error. In the meantime don't forget by the way the Redmen passed nothing. The home team were in command of their daughter Doris. Mr. H. P. Krueger of Winona have announced the en-...